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ABSTRACT

Carvacrol is a known antioxidant molecule and commonly used in food and

cosmetics as a flavor and fragrance agent; however, carvacrol has major issues

such as high volatility, low water solubility, and stability. In this study, car-

vacrol/cyclodextrin inclusion complex fibers (carvacrol/CD-IC fibers) were

produced via electrospinning in order to enhance thermal stability, water sol-

ubility and shelf-life of carvacrol having antioxidant activity. The phase solu-

bility and computational modeling studies showed that carvacrol can form

inclusion complexes with two types of modified CDs, hydroxypropyl-b-
cyclodextrin (HPbCD) and hydroxypropyl-c-cyclodextrin (HPcCD). The car-

vacrol/cyclodextrin inclusion complex electrospun fibers (carvacrol/HPbCD-IC

fibers and carvacrol/HPcCD-IC fibers) were obtained as free-standing fibrous

webs. Although pure carvacrol is highly volatile, the electrospun carvacrol/CD-

IC fibers were quite effective to preserve high amount of carvacrol due to the

inclusion complexation. In addition, carvacrol/CD-IC fibers have shown higher

temperature stability for carvacrol. Moreover, carvacrol/CD-IC fibers showed

more effective antioxidant activity as compared to pure carvacrol. The car-

vacrol/CD-IC fibrous webs have shown fast-dissolving character in water due

to the enhanced water solubility of carvacrol/CD-IC and their ultrafine fiber

structure. In short, encapsulation of carvacrol in electrospun CD-IC fibrous webs

has shown potentials for food and oral care applications due to free-standing

and fast-dissolving character along with high water solubility, high temperature

stability and enhanced antioxidant by carvacrol/cyclodextrin inclusion

complexation.
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Introduction

Encapsulation of active agents has attracted attention

of many fields from food to cosmetics since such

encapsulated active agents can be protected against

light, moisture, heat and other conditions.

Cyclodextrins (CDs), which are produced from

enzymatic degradation of starch, are one of the most-

common molecular encapsulating additive for

encapsulation of active agents. CDs are truncated

cone-shaped cyclic oligosaccharides with relatively

hydrophobic cavity which make host–guest inclusion

complexes preferably with nonpolar molecules [1, 2].

Besides being very attractive host material, non-toxic

nature of CDs makes them quite useful for drugs,

food and cosmetics [3], etc. The inclusion complex

(IC) formation with CDs is quite useful for many

applications since CD-IC formation improves solu-

bility, stability and bioavailability of the guest mole-

cules. There are three common native CDs consisting

of six (a-CD), seven (b-CD) and eight (c-CD) glu-

copyranose units in the cyclic structure linked by a-
(1,4) linkage. In addition, highly water soluble mod-

ified CDs are also quite common in which some of

the hydroxyl groups of the native CDs are substituted

with hydroxypropyl (Fig. 1a), sulfobutyl ether or

methyl groups [1–3].

Electrospinning (Fig. 1b) is a widely used versatile

technique for the fabrication of ultrafine fibers from

various materials including polymers, composites

and sol–gels [4]. Electrospun fibers have many

remarkable properties such as large surface area-to-

volume ratio, nanoporous structure, lightweight and

design flexibility; therefore, they can be used in var-

ious areas such as biotechnology, membranes/filters,

food, active food packaging, agriculture textiles,

composites, sensors and energy [5–7]. In general, for

the electrospun fiber fabrication, polymers with high

molecular weight and high concentration are used in

order to have certain degree of chain entanglements

and overlapping during electrospinning process

[8–10]. In other words, without using any carrier

polymeric matrix, electrospinning of fibers from

small molecules and non-polymeric systems presents

a challenge. Nonetheless, in our previous studies,

uniform fibers from cyclodextrins have been suc-

cessfully electrospun since cyclodextrin molecules

can form aggregates via intermolecular hydrogen

bonding in their highly concentrated solutions which

results in formation of continuous jet without

breaking up [11, 12]. Moreover, in our recent studies,

it has been shown that the fabrication of functional

fibers from cyclodextrin inclusion complexes (CD-IC)

with food additives and antibacterial substances is

also possible [13–24].

Essential oils are natural and volatile compounds

obtained from plants [25]. Essential oils are generally

used as flavoring and fragrance agents in food and

cosmetics, and also they are widely used in many

applications due to their various properties like being

antimicrobial, antiseptic and insecticidal [26]. How-

ever, the use of essential oils in many application is

restricted due to their drawbacks such as low aque-

ous solubility, high volatility, low stability and high

reactivity. In recent years, there is a growing interest

to form inclusion complexes of essential oils and

volatile active agents with CDs to eliminate or reduce

their drawbacks [27–29]. Carvacrol (Fig. 1a) is a

phenolic monoterpene found in oregano and thyme

plants essential oil [30]. It is known by its

Figure 1 a The chemical structure of HPbCD and carvacrol; the schematic representation of carvacrol/CD-IC formation and
b electrospinning of fibers from carvacrol/CD-IC solutions.
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antimicrobial and antioxidant activities. Also, car-

vacrol is approved by US Food and Drug Adminis-

tration for food use and it is accepted as flavorings in

the list of the Council of Europe which make its

addition to foodstuff safe [31]. However, the use of

carvacrol is limited due to its high volatility, poor

water solubility (1.00–1.25 mg mL-1) and low stabil-

ity. Besides, due to low flavor threshold, it causes

change in sensory properties of food [32].

In this study, we produced ultrafine fibers from the

inclusion complexes of carvacrol with two types of

modified CDs, hydroxypropyl-b-cyclodextrin (HPb
CD) and hydroxypropyl-c-cyclodextrin (HPcCD)

without using any additional polymeric matrices via

electrospinning. Phase solubility test was performed

to investigate the solubility of carvacrol when com-

plexed with CDs, and also the complexation stability

constant (Ks) for carvacrol/CD-IC systems was also

determined. Molecular modeling by ab initio com-

putational method was performed to examine the

optimal CD-IC molar ratio and the most favorable

orientation of inclusion complexation between CD

and carvacrol. Based on the molecular modeling data,

the carvacrol/CD-ICs were prepared with molar ratio

of 1:1 (carvacrol/CD). The morphological, structural

and thermal characterizations of carvacrol/CD-IC

electrospun fibers were performed by SEM, FTIR,

XRD, 1H-NMR and TGA. Furthermore, antioxidant

activity of carvacrol/CD-IC fibers was analyzed by

2,2-diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl (DPPH) radical scav-

enging assay. Besides, the fast-dissolving character of

carvacrol/CD-IC fibrous webs was analyzed visually

by exposing them to water.

Materials and methods

Materials

Carvacrol (98%) and 2,2-diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl

(DPPH) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. The

hydroxypropyl-b-cyclodextrin (HPbCD) (degree of sub-
stitution * 0.6, Cavasol�W7 HP Pharma) and hydrox-

ypropyl-c-cyclodextrin (HPcCD) (degree of substitution
* 0.6, Cavasol�W8HP)were kindly donated byWacker

Chemie AG (Germany). Deuterated dimethylsulfoxide

(DMSO-d6, deuteration degree min 99.8% for NMR

spectroscopy) was obtained from Merck. The deionized

water usedwas from aMilliporeMilli-Q ultrapurewater

system. The materials were used as-supplied.

Electrospinning

For the preparation of carvacrol/CD-IC solutions,

firstly, HPbCD (200%, w/v) and HPcCD (200%, w/v)

were dissolved in water; then, carvacrol was added to

these systems to get 1:1 molar ratio between car-

vacrol and CDs. These dispersions were stirred

overnight at room temperature. At the end, the

solutions of carvacrol/HPbCD-IC and carvacrol/

HPcCD-IC were obtained. In addition, HPbCD and

HPcCD were dissolved in water at concentration of

200% (w/v) to produce pure CD fibers (HPbCD fibers

and HPcCD fibers) without carvacrol for comparative

measurements [11].

Each solution of pure CDs (HPbCD and HPcCD)

and carvacrol/CD-ICs (carvacrol/HPbCD-IC and

carvacrol/HPcCD-IC) was loaded to the 1-mL syr-

inge with a metallic needle inner diameter of 0.4,

separately. Syringe pump (KD Scientific, KDS 101)

was used to pump solutions with a constant rate of

0.5–1 mL h-1. Collector was placed at 10–15 cm dis-

tance from tip of needle, and high voltage at

10–15 kV was applied between tip of needle and the

collector by the high voltage–power supply (Spell-

man, SL Series). Electrospun fibers were collected on

the metal collector covered by piece of aluminum foil.

Electrospin apparatus was enclosed by plexiglass box

at 25 �C and 40% relative humidity.

Measurements and characterization

Phase solubility diagram was obtained according to

the method reported by Higuchi and Connors [33]. In

this experiment, an excess amount of carvacrol was

added to aqueous solutions of HPbCD and HPcCD in

capped vials which were shaken at room temperature

in the dark for 48 h and then the solutions were fil-

tered through a 0.45-lm membrane filter. Then,

concentration of carvacrol was spectrophotometri-

cally (Varian, Cary 100) determined from filtered

solutions. The experiment was carried out in tripli-

cate, and average of three measurements was taken.

The apparent stability constant (Ks) of carvacrol/CD-

ICs was calculated from the phase solubility diagram

according to the following equation:

Ks ¼ slope=S0 1� slope
� �

ð1Þ

where S0 is the intrinsic solubility of carvacrol.

To reveal the mechanism of inclusion complex,

ab initio calculations based on density functional
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theory were done according to our previous studies

[21, 23].

The rheological behavior of the pure CDs and

carvacrol/CD-IC solutions was measured by a

rheometer (Anton Paar Physica MCR 301) equipped

with a cone/plate accessory (spindle type CP 20-4).

The constant shear rate was adjusted as 100 s-1. The

conductivity of the solutions was measured by a

Multiparameter InoLab� Multi 720-WTW at room

temperature.

Scanning electron microscope (SEM) (FEI Quanta

200 FEG) was used to perform the morphological

analyses of the electrospun fibers. Each sample was

sputtered with 5 nm Au/Pd prior to SEM imaging by

PECS-682 to minimize charging problem. The diam-

eter of 100 single fibers was measured to calculate

average fiber diameter (AFD).

Fourier transform infrared spectrometer (FTIR)

(Bruker-VERTEX 70) was used to obtain the infrared

spectra for pure carvacrol, pure CD fibers, and car-

vacrol/CD-IC fibers. Pellets were prepared by

pressing the blend of potassium bromide (KBr) and

samples, respectively. The 64 scans were recorded

between 4000 and 400 cm-1 at resolution of 4 cm-1.

The molar ratio of carvacrol to CD was determined

by using proton nuclear magnetic resonance (1H

NMR, Bruker D PX-400) system. The electrospun

fibrous web was dissolved in d6-DMSO at the 30 g

L-1 concentration. The spectra were recorded at

400 MHz and at 16 total scan. Thermogravimetric

analyses (TGA, TA Q500, USA) were performed for

carvacrol, pure CD fibers, and carvacrol/CD-IC

fibers. The TGA experiments were conducted under

nitrogen atmosphere by heating the samples from 25

to 600 �C at the heating rate of 20 8C min-1.

2,2-Diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl (DPPH) radical

scavenging method was used to examine antioxidant

activity of samples. For this, DPPH� solution in

methanol (7.5 9 10-5 M) was prepared. The concen-

tration of CD-IC fibers in water was arranged to have

carvacrol ranging from 8 to 0.0625 mg mL-1. On the

other hand, pure carvacrol system including the

highest amount of carvacrol which is 8 mg mL-1

concentration was prepared and undissolved part of

carvacrol was filtered. Then, 200 lL of aqueous

solutions of water-based carvacrol/CD-IC fibers at

different concentrations and pure carvacrol were

mixed with 2.3 mL of DPPH� solution, and they were

stirred for 1 h. DPPH� solution has maximum

absorption at 517 nm, and the absorption of DPPH�

solution disappears along with its reduction by

antioxidant compound [34]. UV–Vis spectroscopy

(Varian, Carry 100) was used to examine the reduc-

tion at the absorbance intensity (517 nm) for aqueous

solutions of carvacrol/CD-IC fibers at different con-

centrations. The experiment was carried out in trip-

licate, and the DPPH radical scavenging efficiency

was expressed as the inhibition percentage and was

calculated by the following formula:

DPPH radical scavenging ð%Þ
¼ ððAblank�AsampleÞ=AblankÞ � 100 ð2Þ

Besides, carvacrol concentration providing 50%

inhibition (IC50) was calculated from the graph. To

investigate the stability of fibers with time in terms of

antioxidant activity, the 3-year-old carvacrol/CD-IC

fibers (stored at 4 �C in the refrigerator) were tested

as well. These 3-year-old carvacrol/CD-IC fiber

samples were weighed such that their weights were

the same with the fresh fibers providing IC50 value.

The antioxidant activity test was also performed for

the 3 years old carvacrol/CD-IC fibers, and the

inhibition percentage was calculated.

The fast-dissolving character of carvacrol/CD-IC

fibers in water was visually investigated. Carvacrol/

HPbCD-IC fibrous web and carvacrol/HPcCD-IC

fibrous web with the same weight were placed into

petri dishes; then, 5 mL of water was added to these

petri dishes.

Results and discussion

Phase solubility studies

The phase solubility profiles of carvacrol/CD-ICs are

presented in Fig. 2. From these profiles, it was

observed that there was a linear increase in the sol-

ubility of carvacrol as CD concentration increases in a

range of 0–16 mM. However, when the concentration

of CD exceeded 16 mM, the negative deviation from

linear profile was observed; in other words, the CD

was proportionally less effective for solubilizing of

carvacrol at higher concentrations. This type of pro-

file is called as AN-type [35]. The negative deviation

from linearity has several explanations including CD

self-association at high concentrations [36]. The sta-

bility constant (Ks) values for carvacrol/HPbCD-IC

and carvacrol/HPcCD-IC were calculated from the

linear part of the diagrams according to Eq. 1. Ks
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values were calculated as 3321 and 288 M-1

(R2[ 0.99) for carvacrol/HPbCD-IC and carvacrol/

HPcCD-IC, respectively, which indicated that car-

vacrol forms more stable complex with HPbCD than

HPcCD.

Computational modeling for carvacrol/CD-
ICs

In this section, we studied the interaction of carvacrol

molecule with HPbCD and HPcCD by performing

ab initio modeling techniques. Firstly, all the struc-

tures were relaxed without any constraint both in

vacuum and in water to obtain the optimized

geometries. Next, the guest molecule was approa-

ched to CD through wider rim with 1 Å steps and the

total energy was calculated at each step. For car-

vacrol, there were two possible vertical orientations

which were labeled as tail (–CH3 and –OH end) and

head (–CH3 and –CH3 end) as shown in Fig. 3.

Accordingly, the interaction of carvacrol with both

CDs was revealed by taking into account the position

(or site) and orientation. Our calculations indicated

that carvacrol molecule forms inclusion complexes

with HPbCD and HPcCD without energy barrier,

and the most favorable geometries are illustrated in

Fig. 3. In both cases, carvacrol was completely settled

in CD and head and tail orientation for HPbCD and

HPcCD was preferred, respectively. As width of

HPcCD is larger, carvacrol shifted toward the sides to

enhance the interaction while it remained at the

center of HPbCD. Due to size mismatch, carvacrol

cannot laterally fit into HPbCD but the cavity of

HPcCD is large enough to accommodate carvacrol in

lateral orientation, as well. When the results in vac-

uum and water are compared, a significant change in

geometries cannot be noticed but the strength of

interaction (or complexation energies) alters. The

complexation energy (Ecomp) for 1:1 stoichiometry

can be defined as:

Ecomp ¼ ECD þ Ecarvacrol�EIC ð3Þ

where ECD, Ecarvacrol, and EIC are the total energy of

CD (HPbCD or HPcCD), the guest carvacrol mole-

cule, and their inclusion complexes, respectively.

Total energies were calculated in both vacuum and

solvent. Ecomp values are listed in Table 1.

The obtained results indicated that carvacrol

molecule can form stable inclusion complexes with

HPbCD and HPcCD. The highest Ecomp was obtained

for carvacrol/HPbCD-IC with head orientation

where the carvacrol was slightly tilted, –OH group

was inside the cavity, and –CH3 groups were

between hydroxypropyl arms. When compared, the

energy differences between the head and tail orien-

tations were small which suggests the possibility of

complex formation with both configurations. In

addition, even it is less favorable, carvacrol can lat-

erally fit into HPcCD with significant complexation

energy. To reveal the effect of solvent environment,

Figure 2 Phase solubility diagrams of carvacrol/HPbCD-IC and
carvacrol/HPcCD-IC solutions (n = 3).

Figure 3 Top and side views of inclusion complexes of
a HPbCD and b HPcCD with carvacrol. The tail and head
vertical orientation of carvacrol is shown by arrows (blue, pink,
and light brown balls represent carbon, oxygen, and hydrogen
atoms, respectively).
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the calculations were repeated in water for the most

favorable configurations. Ecomp decreases for both

CDs when inclusion complex is formed in water

which can be attributed to interaction of phenolic

functional group with the water.

As mentioned before, carvacrol has poor solubility

in water but its solubility can be enhanced by com-

plexation with CDs [32]. The change in solvation

energy (Esolv) can be used to reveal this claim. Esolv is

defined as:

Esolv ¼ Ewater�Evacuum ð4Þ

Ewater and Evacuum are the total energy of carvacrol,

CD, or inclusion complex in water and vacuum,

respectively (Table 1). Esolv of carvacrol molecule was

calculated as - 4.31 kcal mol-1 confirming the low

solubility in water. On the other hand, Esolv was

- 71.17 and - 83.34 kcal mol-1 for carvacrol/

HPbCD-IC and carvacrol/HPcCD-IC, suggesting a

substantial increase in solubility upon complexation.

This finding is also correlated with the phase solu-

bility analyses where the water solubility of carvacrol

has increased by inclusion complexation with the

CDs.

Electrospinning of carvacrol/CD-IC fibers

The solutions of carvacrol/CD-IC and pure CD were

electrospun at optimized parameters to produce

bead-free fibers. The photographs and SEM images of

these bead-free fibrous webs of carvacrol/CD-IC

having self-standing and flexible characteristics are

given in Fig. 4. The solution properties of carvacrol/

CD-IC that directly have an impact on the morphol-

ogy of the electrospun fibers and the fiber diameters

are summarized in Table 2. The SEM images of the

pure CD fibers and solution properties for pure CD

are given in Fig. S1 and Table S1. The average fiber

diameter (AFD) value was calculated as 1600 ±

640 nm for carvacrol/HPbCD-IC fibers and as

2735 ± 760 nm for carvacrol/HPcCD-IC fibers. On

the other hand, AFD was measured as 1445 ± 430

and 2390 ± 1075 nm for pure HPbCD and HPcCD
fibers, respectively. This difference in their AFD is

mostly related to the viscosity of their solutions since

higher viscosity results in less stretching of the elec-

trified jet that forms thicker fibers during electro-

spinning process [8, 37].

Structural characterization of carvacrol/CD-
IC fibers

FTIR measurements were taken to characterize the

carvacrol/CD-IC fibers. Besides carvacrol/CD-IC

fibers, pure carvacrol and pure CD fibers were also

characterized to make a comparison (Fig. 5). The

characteristic absorption bands of pure CD fibers

were observed at around 3400 cm-1 (O–H stretching

vibrations), 2932 cm-1 (C–H stretching vibrations),

1649 cm-1 (H–O-H bending vibrations) [38], 1155

cm-1 (asymmetric stretching vibration of C–O–C

glycosidic bridge) 1032 and 1083 cm-1 (C–C, C–O

stretching vibrations) [39]. The spectrum for car-

vacrol showed also wide absorption band at around

3400 cm-1 (O–H stretching vibrations), and band

between 2800 and 3000 cm-1 (stretching vibrations of

C–H bonds), peaks between 1400 and 1650 cm-1

(aromatic C=C stretching), peak at around 1250 cm-1

(aromatic O–H stretching vibrations), peaks between

800 and 900 cm-1 (aromatic C–H bending). Absorp-

tion peaks for pure carvacrol and CD were over-

lapped which made the identification of each

Table 1 Complexation and solvation energies of the carvacrol, CDs (HPbCD and HPcCD), and carvacrol within CDs at different
orientations

Host Guest Orientation Ecomp (vacuum) (kcal mol-1) Ecomp (water) (kcal mol-1) Esolv (kcal mol-1)

HPbCD – – – – - 71.17
HPbCD Carvacrol Head 26.92 21.48 - 70.03
HPbCD Carvacrol Tail 26.65 – –
HPcCD – – – – - 83.34
HPcCD Carvacrol Head 17.65 – –
HPcCD Carvacrol Tail 18.42 15.66 - 84.88
HPcCD Carvacrol Lateral 23.20 – –
– Carvacrol – – – - 4.31

15842 J Mater Sci (2018) 53:15837–15849



compound complicated for carvacrol/CD-IC fibers.

However, there was an increase in the intensity of

peaks for carvacrol/CD-IC fibers at two locations:

1250 and 1585 cm-1 (Fig. 5). This result suggested the

presence of carvacrol in both carvacrol/CD-IC fibers.

The molar ratio of carvacrol in carvacrol/
CD-IC fibers

The molar ratio of carvacrol to HPbCD and HPcCD
in carvacrol/CD-IC fibers was analyzed mainly by
1H-NMR study (Fig. 6). In order to calculate the

molar ratio, integration of characteristic peaks of

carvacrol at around 1.14 ppm and CD peak at around

1.03 ppm was taken for both carvacrol/CD-IC fibers.

The molar ratio of carvacrol/CD was calculated as

0.73:1.00 for carvacrol/HPbCD-IC fibers and 0.98:1.00

for carvacrol/HPcCD-IC fibers. From these results, it

can be concluded that carvacrol was mostly pre-

served for both fibers during electrospinning process

with encapsulation efficiencies of 73% for carvacrol/

HPbCD-IC fibers and 98% for carvacrol/HPcCD-IC

fibers. Besides, the molar ratio of 3-year-old fibers

stored at 4 �C was also calculated from 1H-NMR

(Fig. S2). The molar ratio of old fibers was calculated

as 0.70:1.00 for carvacrol/HPbCD-IC fibers and

0.94:1.00 for carvacrol/HPcCD-IC fibers. This finding

confirmed that carvacrol was effectively preserved in

Figure 4 Photographs of a carvacrol/HPbCD-IC fibers and b carvacrol/HPcCD-IC fibers; SEM images of electrospun fibers obtained
from the solutions of c carvacrol/HPbCD-IC and d carvacrol/HPcCD-IC.

Table 2 Properties of the solutions used for electrospinning and morphological characteristics of the resulting fibers

Solutions Average fiber
diameter (nm)

Fiber diameter
range (nm)

Viscosity (Pa s) Conductivity
(lS cm-1)

Morphology

Carvacrol/HPbCD-IC (1:1) 1600 ± 640 425–2940 0.95 10.98 Bead-free fibers
Carvacrol/HPcCD-IC (1:1) 2735 ± 760 1470–6415 1.15 2.96 Bead-free fibers

J Mater Sci (2018) 53:15837–15849 15843



both carvacrol/HPbCD-IC fibers and carvacrol/

HPcCD-IC fibers during such long storage period.

These ratios were also confirmed by molar ratio

found by thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) as dis-

cussed in the following section which were calculated

as 0.88:1.00 and 0.94:1.00 for carvacrol/HPbCD-IC

fibers and carvacrol/HPcCD-IC fibers, respectively.

Thermal characterization of carvacrol/CD-IC
fibers

The TGA was performed for fibers and pure car-

vacrol to investigate the thermal stability and

volatility of carvacrol and the obtained TGA ther-

mograms are given in Fig. 7. Pure CD fibers showed

two step weight losses: the water loss below 100 �C
and the main thermal degradation of CDs above

300 �C. On the other hand, both carvacrol/CD-IC

fibers exhibited three steps weight losses; initial

weight loss below 100 �C is due to water loses, the

third weight loss which is the major one belongs to

the CD degradation. For carvacrol/CD-IC fibers, the

second weight loss belonging to evaporation of car-

vacrol starts at around 90 �C and continues till

275 �C, while for pure carvacrol thermogram, it starts

at around 50 �C and ends at around 185 �C. In other

words, for both CD types, the second degradation

that belongs to carvacrol evaporation was observed at

higher degrees in temperature when compared to

pure carvacrol. As a result, the higher thermal

evaporation temperature was achieved for both car-

vacrol/CD-IC fibers confirming that the thermal

stability of carvacrol was increased thanks to the

interaction with CD by inclusion complex formation.

Antioxidant property of carvacrol/CD-IC
fibers

The antioxidant property of carvacrol was tested by

DPPH radical scavenging assay. This assay is based

on reduction of DPPH molecule by a hydrogen

donor. As DPPH molecule is reduced, its strongest

absorption band observed in UV–Vis spectrum

decreases, and the purple color of the solutions turns

to yellow [34]. In this study, as mentioned in exper-

imental section, antioxidant test was performed as

concentration dependent in which concentration of

CD-IC fibers was adjusted to have carvacrol ranging

from 8 to 0.0625 mg in 1 mL of aqueous solution of

fibers. On the other hand, pure carvacrol was pre-

pared with 8 mg mL-1 concentration and undis-

solved part of carvacrol was filtered. Figure 8 shows

change in the percentage of DPPH radical scavenging

by carvacrol concentration and their corresponding

photographs. As expected, DPPH reduction

increased with the increase in amount of carvacrol in

CD-IC fibers and DPPH was completely reduced by

the 8 mg mL-1 carvacrol having fibers after 1 h of

incubation time. On the other hand, for pure car-

vacrol system prepared by 8 mg mL-1 carvacrol in

water, the antioxidant activity was observed as 63.7%

under the same condition (Fig. S3). This result con-

firmed that the antioxidant activity of carvacrol was

enhanced by the formation of inclusion complex with

CD. The reason for enhanced antioxidant activity of

carvacrol is an increase in water solubility by inclu-

sion complexation with CD which was confirmed by

phase solubility test and molecular modeling studies;

in other words, less amount of carvacrol is required

for DPPH reduction in the case of CD-IC systems.

Besides, IC50 value for carvacrol/HPbCD-IC fibers

and carvacrol/HPcCD-IC fibers was calculated as 0.5

and 0.63 mg mL-1, respectively. The possible reason

for this difference in IC50 value is that carvacrol

formed more stable complex with HPbCD which

resulted in higher degree of protection for carvacrol

and so higher antioxidant activity was observed [40].

The stability of carvacrol/CD-IC fibers in terms of

antioxidant activity was also investigated by using

3-year-old fibers. The 3-year-old carvacrol/CD-IC

fibers showed almost same 50% inhibition activity

when compared to fresh samples (Fig. S4), revealing

Figure 5 FTIR spectra of pure carvacrol, pure CD fibers, and
carvacrol/CD-IC fibers.
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the long-term stability of the carvacrol/CD-IC fibers

for their antioxidant activities. As discussed in the
1H-NMR section above, the amount of carvacrol

found in old samples and the fresh samples was

almost same, indicating that there was only very

minimal loss of carvacrol during the 3-year storage

Figure 6 1H-NMR spectra of a carvacrol/HPbCD-IC and b carvacrol/HPcCD-IC fibrous web dissolved in d6-DMSO.
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(at 4 �C in the refrigerator) and this further proved

that carvacrol was well protected in the fiber matrix

due to inclusion complexation.

Fast-dissolving character of carvacrol/CD-IC
fibers

The fast-dissolving character of carvacrol/CD-IC

fibers in water was visualized by a video and pho-

tographs (Video S1 of supplementary information

and Fig. 9). When the carvacrol/CD-IC fibrous webs

were exposed to water, they were suddenly (\ 1 s)

dissolved which showed the fast-dissolving character

of these carvacrol/CD-IC fibrous webs. As men-

tioned before, carvacrol has a very low water

solubility; however, carvacrol/CD-IC fibers are quite

soluble which indicates the water solubility

enhancement of carvacrol.

Conclusion

Here, the production of handy, self-standing and

fast-dissolving fibrous webs from carvacrol/cy-

clodextrin inclusion complexes (carvacrol/CD-IC) by

using the electrospinning technique was achieved.

The molar ratio of carvacrol/CD was found 1:1 for

both CD types (HPbCD and HPcCD) by phase solu-

bility and molecular modeling studies. The enhanced

water solubility of carvacrol due to inclusion complex

Figure 7 a TGA thermograms and b their derivatives for pure carvacrol, pure CD fibers, and carvacrol/CD-IC fibers.

Figure 8 Carvacrol concentration-dependent antioxidant test graphs and the resulting DPPH solution photographs of a carvacrol/HPbCD-
IC fibers and b carvacrol/HPcCD-IC fibers.
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formation was confirmed by the phase solubility and

computational modeling studies. SEM images

revealed that the carvacrol/CD-IC fibers were uni-

form and bead free. FTIR, TGA, and 1H-NMR studies

confirmed the inclusion complex formation and the

presence of carvacrol in fibers. Moreover, TGA and
1H-NMR studies indicated that very high amount of

carvacrol (up to * 75 to 95%) was preserved during/

after electrospinning in carvacrol/CD-IC fibers

although carvacrol has a highly volatile nature.

Besides, TGA results showed that thermal stability of

carvacrol in carvacrol/CD-IC fibers has increased

due to the inclusion complex formation. In addition,

antioxidant activity of carvacrol was enhanced due to

inclusion complex formation for carvacrol/CD-IC

fibers. Moreover, 3-year-old carvacrol/CD-IC fibers

showed almost same antioxidant activity when

compared to fresh samples, revealing the long-term

stability of the carvacrol in CD-IC fibers. Also, the

amount of carvacrol found in 3-year-old carvacrol/

CD-IC fibrous web samples was almost same with

the fresh samples, confirming that carvacrol was well

protected in the fiber matrix due to inclusion com-

plexation. In the light of all these results, it can be

concluded that main drawbacks of carvacrol like high

volatility, low solubility, and low stability were

eliminated or minimized; besides, its antioxidant

activity was enhanced by the formation carvacrol/

CD-IC fibers. These promising results suggest that

carvacrol/CD-IC fibrous materials may be applicable

in food, cosmetic, and oral care industries as fast-

dissolving tablet/web/strip.
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